JOB OPPORTUNITY #1

Analyst III- Service Performance Analyst
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
Requisition 40530BR

The Service Performance Analyst position is a key member of the department finance team, providing detailed reporting and analysis of department clinical operations to the faculty level. Also the individual provides monthly oversight reports to the department chair, the director of administration, and the chief of the clinical practice committee, as well as data and analysis to Orthopaedic Service Lines.

The Financial Analyst analyses data to: (1) assess options; (2) implement new projects; and (3) suggest alternative methodologies; uses experience, knowledge, and understanding of financial data and systems to improve outcomes. The Analyst also analyzes quality data as it relates to each program and service line, providing metric and data points to ortho committees. This position assists the Chairman and CAO with developing and formulating data metrics/points to lead department toward higher quality, reimbursement, positioning for health care reform, improved operational efficiencies by leading/developing models for analysis and presentations. Will also improve on the relevance and action ability of financial data by working collaboratively with faculty to create specialty specific, case type groupings.

For the full job description, go to http://ucsfhr.ucsf.edu/careers/.
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